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WHAT IS UCFE ?

 The Unemployment Compensation for Federal Employees (UCFE) program provides 

unemployment compensation benefits to former Federal civilian employees who 

qualify

 State Agencies through an agreement with the United States Department of Labor 

(USDOL) determine eligibility for UCFE benefits based on applicable State 

unemployment laws. 

 The UCFE ICON Application allows for the exchange of information between States 

and Federal Agencies regarding wage and separation information.  



WHAT IS UCFE ?

 The UCFE program exists because Federal wages are not reported to the State wage 

record database. It allows the States to access Federal Civilian wage and separation 

information

 Federal wages are assignable to the State of the official duty station unless there is a 

subsequent covered-employment in the state of residence or the claimant’s official 

duty station was outside of the United States. 

 Like regular in-state covered wage, once the wages are assigned, they may be 

transferred to another state.



WHAT IS UCFE?

 Federal Agencies are not directly connected to the ICON 
network.  The ICON Hub transfers the requests and responses 
between the Federal Agencies and the ICON network and to 
and from the States

 The UCFE ICON application allows for data entry and viewing of 
ETA 931 Request for Wage and Separation Information, 931A 
Request for Separation Information and 934 Request for 
Additional Information. 

 Viewing of ETA 931, 931A and 934 Responses

 Request to update or add to the Claims Directory of Federal 
Agencies.



UCFE AND FCCC

 The Federal Claims Control Center (FCCC) is used to determine 

whether Federal wages are used, available, and allows a state to 

take assignment of the wages in the establishment of a benefit 

year

 States are responsible for submitting Type Records to the FCCC.  

Failure to do so, may result in duplicate claims in multiple states. 

 The State of assignment is not final until a benefit year is 

established. A Federal Claims Control record is maintained for 

each UCFE claim to prevent duplicated use of UCFE wages and 

improper payments



UCFE AND TYPE RECORDS



UCFE INTERACTION WITH FCCC

 Each time a new initial claim for benefits is filed involving Federal 

wages a record must also be sent to the Federal Claims Control 

Center (FCCC)

 Creation of the FCCC Type records is within the FCCC 

application and is not handled by the UCFE application.  These 

are separate applications. 



FCCC 

RESPONSES

 Every submission will receive a response. FCCC 

responses must be read before benefit year is 
established.

 Responses must be reviewed to ensure the record was 

accepted and to determine the response.

 If a Type 1 record was accepted and appears not to get 

a Type 1 response, the response may be a Type 2, 

indicating the wages are used.  



UCFE MENU OPTIONS

 ETA931 Request for Wage and Separation Information

 ETA931A Request for Separation Information

 ETA934 Request for Additional Information

 View Outgoing Requests

 View Incoming Requests

 View Directory of Federal Agencies



UCFE-FEDERAL DIRECTORY

 The Federal Directory is maintained by USDOL

 The Directory of Federal Agencies is arranged by a 3-digit Federal 
Identification Code (FIC) and a 4-digit Destination Code

 States are allowed to add a new Federal Agency address or 
change an existing a Federal Agency address. 

 All add/changes are sent to USDOL for approval (with supporting 
information)

 USDOL approved address adds/changes are distributed via IB13’s

 Each State must process incoming IB13s to update their in-state copy 
of the Directory of Federal Agencies



UCFE-DIRECTORY OF FEDERAL 

AGENCIES

 The Directory includes:

 Ability to search and view the Federal Directory

 Federal Agency Name, Address, Contact Information



FEDERAL ADDRESS REVIEW

 After entering the FIC and Destination and all other required 

fields on a 931, 931a or 934, if the FIC and Destination exists in the 
Directory of Federal Agencies, the Federal Address Review 

Screen will display with the address information

 If the FIC and Destination does not exist, a screen will display with 

only the FIC and Destination fields from the 931, 931A or 934.

 Review the address information and make any necessary 

changes or additions



UCFE-DIRECTORY OF FEDERAL 

AGENCIES

 Notice the delivery indicator 
needs to be used to 

determine if the request is 

sent electronically or mailed



FEDERAL DIRECTORY

 There is the model code version with very limited sort/search 
capability, 

 An Excel spreadsheet is distributed to allow states to search on 
multiple fields, and 

 Individual states may have converted the central directory to 
another format based on the modernized state system.

NOTE: Future plans at the ICON hub are to have an enhanced 
version of the directory available on FSDES to improve the search 
capability/flexibility significantly.



UCFE PARTICIPATION

Participating Federal agencies pick up their requests and return 
responses electronically 

Non-participating Federal Agencies requests are printed and 

mailed by the State Agency to the Federal Agency. When a 

hardcopy form is required, the system will retrieve the Agency’s 

address from the Directory of Federal Agencies and include it with 

the request for information 



RESPONSIBILITY

 Add calculator link



RESPONSIBILITY

Rules for UCFE State of Assignment-(20 CFR 609.8)

 Residence

 Subsequent covered employment

 Last Duty Station



RESPONSIBILITY

 Filing State/Paying State may not be the State of assignment

 When this occurs, the paying state must send an IB4 request for 

transfer of wages to the State of Assignment/Transferring State

 IB4 to State of Assignment requesting the transfer of wages, with 

comments

 The comment must include the request is for Federal Wages

 States with an automated IB4 response, may have 

systems that search their own wage records. However 

Federal Wages are not in the state system. This would 

avoid a “no wages found” response



RESPONSIBILITY

 The transferring state will use the UCFE system to request the 

federal civilian wage and separation information and then 

complete the IB4 response to the paying state

 If the filing state is not the state of assignment and you have 
problems getting a transferring state to transfer UCFE wages to 

you on an IB4 response, work with the FPC in the transferring 

state.



UCFE SYSTEM

 The UCFE System allows a user to enter data for a 931,931A and 

934 request.  In addition it allows a user to view outgoing request 

that were previously entered and view incoming responses from 

federal Agency. 

 Allows the user to view the Directory of Federal Agencies.

 The screen shots used in the following slides may look different, 

however function the same.



ETA 931 

 Request for Wage/Separation Information

 By entering the FIC/Destination the system 
will pull information from your in-state copy 
of the Federal Directory to complete several 
required fields such as:  Agency Name, 
Component, Address, etc. 

 Requests must be entered for all Federal 
Agencies as everything must be sent 
through the ICON HUB.

 Requests for non-participating agencies 
must be printed in-state for mailing,

 Required Data Entry Fields

 Option (something must be entered here)

 0=Return to Main Menu

 1=Enter 931 Request

 4=View Outgoing Requests



REQUIRED FIELDS

 SSN

 Date CLM Taken (date claim was taken MM/DD/YY

 EFF DT (Effective date MM/DD/YY)

 First (Claimant’s first name)

 Last (claimant’s last name)

 Begins (Base Period Begin Date (MM/DD/YY)

 FIC (Federal Identification Code)

 Destination (Destination Code indicator for Federal Agency)



931 RESPONSE

 Add image slide 18&19

 The wages/weeks and hours worked 

appear on a 931 response

 Employer responses may include 

severance, annual leave and pension 

information



MODERNIZED SYSTEM 931 RESPONSE



931A

 Request is used  if you already 
have the wages but need 

separation information only. 

 By entering the FIC/Destination 

the system will pull some of the 

required fields. 

 Required Fields



931A REQUIRED FIELDS

 Option 

 SSN

 EFF DT (Effective date MM/DD/YY)

 First (Claimant’s first name)

 Last (claimant’s last name)

 FIC (Federal Identification Code)

 Destination (Destination Code indicator for Federal Agency)



931A RESPONSE



934

 Request for 

additional 

information

 Message (up to 375 

characters)



934 RESPONSE



QUESTIONS?

CONTACT INFORMATION:

PAULA HOBDY, CONDUENT

1-800-327-9250 OPTION 2

CINDY MORRIS, NASWA

785-221-2347


